Distributed processing by visual interneurons of crayfish brain. II. Network organization and stimulus modulation of synaptic efficacy.
1. Multiple interactions were examined between five or six visual neurons simultaneously monitored in the circumesophageal connective. 2. A single neuron can make divergent connections to at least five other visual interneurons. 3. Conversely, a single cell may receive convergent inputs from up to four visual interneurons. 4. The convergent interactions are sufficiently intense so that 80--90% of a postsynaptic cell's visual activity can be attributed to observed network interactions. 5. Connectivity diagrams suggest that the descending interneurons, which arise in the visual neuropil of the brain, are organized into three interconnected layers: a) neurons that receive input from the optic nerve and project to other visual interneurons, b) neurons that both receive input and project to other descending interneurons in the brain--these cells exhibit a preponderance of reciprocal interactions, c) neurons that receive input from both the first and second network layers and project exclusively to the more caudal ganglia of the ventral nerve cord. 6. The network is systematically organized with respect to visual and nonvisual responsiveness. The cells of the first layer exhibit the strongest visual responses. The cells of the third layer exhibit spontaneous activity and the strongest tactile and/or proprioceptive responses. 7. The intensity of the network interactions is under stimulus control. The synaptic efficacy of a presynaptic spike can vary by over 100-fold as a consequence of stimulus presentation and/or location. The expressed organization of the network thus exhibits a dynamic, stimulus-dependent, plasticity. 8. The results indicate that the descending visual interneurons of the brain rather than forming a parallel tract actually constitute a complex distributed network. Furthermore, the results indicate the feasibility of population neural coding based on stimulus-dependent inpulse coordination in an array of neurons.